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Exodus releases new album

See io* at tk Vole 2-007

By Othon

Zermeiio

NEWS REPORTER

Campus band Exodus recently concluded the recording of a
new album entitled "Break Free,"
which will be publicly released
next month.
The CD, actually
an extended play
(EP) album, previews their fulllength album
due for release
in March 2008.
The EP contains
three
songs:
"Awesome is the Lord,"
"Break Free" and
"The Highest and the
Greatest."
The album is currently being
mixed and mastered and will be
available to the public by midOctober. "Break Free" will sell
for $5 at the University Bookstore. Fans, students and interested people can also order cop-

ies by e-mailing ministryteams@
liberty.edu.
Exodus is one of four music
ministry teams at Liberty University whose purpose is to share the
Gospel of Jesus Christ with audiences and recruit aspiring students to the school.
Even though it is
a contemporary
worship band
that mainly targets younger
audiences,
they also incorporate different
styles
so that they can
reach as many
people as possible.
The ministry team
Exodus has existed for a
while at Liberty University, but
the band's style has changed a
great deal. It is no longer a male
trio singing over recorded tracks.
Please see EXODUS, A5

Diverse crowd attends Song
'J of Solomon Conference

LKSSCIIOVER

Students pray for Liberty
By Charles Godd

See You at the Pole is an event that Liberty has
NEWS REPORTER
been recognizing almost since it began in 1990, said
Dwayne Carson, campus pastor and director of the OfStudents assembled outside the Arthur S. DeM- fice of Student Leadership. The event began in Texas
oss Building at dusk Tuesday night at 7:30 p.m. and after a youth group felt compelled to pray by the flagprayed for the nation, the military, professors and stu- poles of various schools for friends and teachers, acdents at a rally in recognition of the annual See You at cording to See You at the Pole's Web site, www.syatp.
the Pole event.
com. The event quickly
44
spread to other schools
To begin the time of
across America, including
prayer, students crowdWAY LIBERTY UNIVERSITY BE A
Liberty. Today, millions
ed in groups designated
of students in all 50 states
by state and countries
LIGHTHOUSE.
and over 20 countries
in front of the DeMtake part in See You at the
oss steps. Prayer began
-Owayne Carson, campus postor
Pole every year, according
in small groups for the
to the Web site.
president and the mili55
'-—
tary then moved on to
"I think it's awesome
Liberty's leaders, professors, teachers and students. to get the body of Christ together and pray for some
Students took the opportunity to meet others from specific stuff," said Chris Deitsch, campus pastor and
their home states. All 50 states and several countries, director of Prayer Leaders.
including Canada, Ghana, China, Argentina and BraDeitsch said a flagpole is a central rallying point, a
zil, were represented.
good place to gather for prayer, and thus an American
"It felt very organic and very real," said Rory Tyre flag waved atop the DeMoss steps as a backdrop for
the event.
from Virginia.
Tiffany Hetzlein from Maryland said it was neat "to
Please see PRAYER, A6
see we're not so self-absorbed" as a student body.

By Chridti

Corbin

NEWS REPORTER

All types of relationships were

represented at this weekend's
Song of Solomon Everlasting
Love Conference. The conference
reached a diverse group as the
crowd included both single Liberty students and couples, some
of whom had been married for
20 years. The Song of Solomon
conference addressed issues that
most churches are not willing to
cover yet desperately need to be
addressed. The conference consisted of five sessions that examined issues such as dating, sex,
conflict, romance and commitment.
Doug Hudson, director and
producer of the conference, said
his passion is to "redeem marriage and sexuality in the church,
since the world has abused it."
His main goal for any of his
conferences is to edify Christ.
Upon arriving at the conference, singles and couples received
a conference guide, which said on

the back cover, "Change your life.
Change your relationship."
Inside the conference guide
wasth« book of Song.of Solomon
in its entirety, as well as illustrations and questions for the reader.
The Everlasting Love tour
kicked off Friday night with the
band By the Tree. Then comedian
Jeff Alan took the stage.
Alan was the emcee, or as he
called it, "the bathroom break
guy." He was excited about being
a part of the conference because
it helped save his own marriage.
He and his wife of 12 years were
about to sign divorce papers, but
after listening to tapes on Ecclesiastes, Alan realized he and his
wife were in need of a Savior.
"You can't deny the truth. Marriages are falling apart inside and
outside the church," said Jeff
Hudson. "You need to hear it is
possible to live your life with one
person."
Please see SOLOMON, A5

Internet-based curriculum expands, enrollment increases
Operations at Liberty, said that, according to
statistics, "Liberty University had over 18,000
DLP students in the 2006-2007 academic
The sun darted through Kalib Wilkinson's year and expects to have between 20,000 to
bedroom window, beckoning him to wake up. 25,000 in the 2007-2008 academic year."
After all, he had to go to school. Wilkinson,
DLP has been in existence for 20 years and
a seminary student at Liberty University, has been growing consistently. Cameo Ray,
does not rise grudgingly for class anymore. Supervisor of Media Design said, "Online adNow, he rises with a smile because, with a vertisements were the major marketing trend
combination of residential, distance learning to attract DLP students."
and residential Web classes, Wilkinson takes
Senior Felipe Marcilio said, "I enjoyed takschool whenever he wants.
ing a DLP class over the summer because it
"I love these DLP (distance learning pro- gave me a chance to focus on just two courses
gram) classes! They are a God-send," Wilkin- over a period of eight weeks versus the norson said. "Plus, with the new Web classes this mal 16-week classes."
year I can finish some classes in only eight
With DLP classes a student can earn a
weeks."
full, four-year degree from Liberty University
Other students seem to be enjoying Lib- without ever stepping foot on campus.
erty's Internet-based college curriculum as
Danielle Roseau, a new enrollment spewell. Terry Conner, Director of Academic cialist, has a real appreciation for DLP since
ByAlyjon Bruner
NEWS REPORTER

matdc the champion

OPINION

SPORTS

Battle Against Racism

On The Road Again

Opinion examines the Jena
Six controversy, A4

Men's hockey undefeated
after weekend roiuitrip, B2

it gives "students who are in the military in
Senior David Hunt simply said, "ResidenIraq right now the opportunity to take classes tial Web courses save me time."
through DLP at Liberty."
The Residential Web classes have received
Not only does DLP benefit the military positive feedback and are drawing quite a
men and women, but it also gives students an crowd from the student body.
opportunity to be able to work while at the
same time having school in the convenience
Please see WEB, A5
of a Web-based format. Roseau has plans
forfinishingup her own education by en
rolling in the summer DLP.
While DLP has given students from afar
the chance to partake in Liberty's at
mosphere, school officials have expanded their view this fall to include residential Web classes. These
classes, like DLP, can be taken online, but
they are reserved for residential students.
This semester, residential Web classes run
only eight weeks and work more as an intensive than a semester-long course.
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Liberty celebrates families over weekend
By Amanda Forth
NEWS KKPORTKK

LACKY MrrcHEix

Families reunited this past weekend for
Parents Weekend to appreciate all that
Liberty provided, including the Saturday
night football game against St. Francis,
a dinner with Chancellor Jerry Falwell,
Jr. and a family skate at the ice rink. The
weekend also allowed parents to attend a
meet-and-greet with various department
faculties, a voluntary event where professors and staff meet with parents and answer any questions they might have.
Parents enjoyed the meet-and-greet
session.
"It was good to talk to the professors
and realize that there are things out there
for kids that are struggling in certain
classes," said parent Karen Callahan.
In addition to professors and staff,
many Resident Directors and Campus
Pastors came to explain how leadership
works on campus.
"They explained all of the spiritual aspects of Liberty and how they push that
system (in) the dorms," Callahan said.
Students welcomed their parents with
open arms for different reasons.
"It was really great to see my dad. He
brought me laundry detergent because I
was out," said transfer student Emily Hewitt.
"It's fun. It gives you something to do
to have organized events, something to
do and enjoy with your family," said Heidi Callahan, a second semester freshman
and the daughter of Karen Callahan.
All parents received a complimentary
packet containing information and vouchers for the weekend. All packets included
a wallet insert with emergency contact

information as well as other important
numbers. Parents also received window
clings that say "LU Parent" on them so
parents can display that their child goes
to Liberty.
"I want them to proudly display that,"
said Theresa Dunbar, Director of Parent
Programs.
Dunbar added that Family Weekend
also had deeper ambitions.
"I want parents to see that this is a
school where not only can their child
come receive good Christian morals and
get a good education but where they know
that we care about them as a family," said
Dunbar.
The program was started in 2001 with
a small organization on campus for special projects run by the current director's
daughter. It kept growing and branched
off into the Parent Office under Vice President for Student Affairs, Dr. Mark Hine.
The office holds Family Weekend and,
when needed, handles questions from
concerned parents.
"What I want to accomplish is for the
families to feel that this is their school,
not just their son's or daughter's school,"
said Dunbar.
"My overall goal is that I want to help
Liberty with retention and recruiting, but
also I want parents to know that my office
is an office they can go to. I may not have
all the answers, but I can help them find
out the answers," said Dunbar.
For more information, contact Theresa
Dunbar at parents@liberty.edu. or go to
Dorm 17 where the Parent Office is located.
Contact Amanda Forth at ajforth@liberty.edu.

Center4ME ministers on and off Liberty's campus
By Joyanna

Gilmour

NEWS REPORTER

Visitors to the Center for Multicultural
Enrichment (Center4ME) are greeted with a
motto emblazoned on the wall proclaiming
the center's mission: "Promoting unity and
celebrating cultural diversity." Located on
the ground floor of Dorm 20, the Center4ME
exists to help Liberty University students
embrace their personal cultural identities
while learning to appreciate the diversity of
Liberty's student body.
"Everyone has an ethnic background," said
Melany Pearl, Director of the Center4ME.
"Everyone is a me. This isn't a center for you
Hispanics or you Asians — it is a center for
me.
From Cultural Heritage months to hiphop nights, the Center4ME seeks out unique
ways to promote cultural awareness on campus. Through ministries such as the Fellowship Gospel Choir and the Urban Ministry
Affairs program, the Center4ME also reaches out to the Lynchburg community. The
Center4ME sponsors African American History Month, Asian Pacific American Heritage
Month, Hispanic Heritage Month, American
Indian Heritage Month and Irish American
Heritage Month to help students connect
with their own unique cultural heritage.
Additionally, the Black Student Initiative
is a program specifically designed to provide
academic support and leadership opportunities to African American students, currently

/
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be able to say, "You got hot beats, you dress
the largest minority group on campus.
The Center4ME is focused right now on like me, but your message is different."
Jennings believes the hip-hop culture is a
developing the Urban Ministry Affairs program, a new initiative founded in response powerful tool for evangelism. "Hip-hop is a
to "a direct request of the late Dr. Jerry Fal- rainbow," said Jennings.
well," said Pearl. Urban Ministry Affairs DiHip-hop attracts and influences youth
rector and Associate Dean Albert Jennings, from all ethnic groups. Furthermore, it is a
an LU alumnus and former NFL football burgeoning force socially, economically and
player, sees this ministry as fulfilling a cru- politically.
cial role in the Lynchburg community. A na"If we can change the face of the hip-hop
tive of Lynchburg, Jennings' former position industry to look more like Christ, we (Liberty
as Assistant to the City Manager — where he University) have the opportunity to impact
worked primarily within Lynchburg's Ward the nation," said Jennings.
II — gave him an insider's understanding of
Jennings is also orchestrating a benefit
the local urban community. An autographed performance by Liberty's drama and dance
Jerry Falwell bobble head doll perched on ministry teams to raise money for a local
Jennings' desk is a visible reminder of Jen- high school student fighting cancer. •
nings' close relationship with the late Dr.
"This is a way for Liberty University to
Jerry Falwell.
show we care about the urban community,"
"Dr. Falwell was my spiritual father," said said Jennings.
Jennings.
The Center4ME became an independent
According to Jennings, the purpose of this
new ministry is to equip and encourage Liberty University students to build relationships with urban youth throughout Central
Virginia and to potentially recruit many of
these youths to come to Liberty. Through
drama, dance and sports, Jennings wants to
create "orchestrated chaos" to draw crowds,
providing the opportunity to step in and minister to the community through the gospel.
"We accept the culture, we embrace the
culture, but we want to be a conscience for
the culture," said Jennings. Relevancy is
key, said Jennings. He wants urban youth to

L I B
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entity in 2004 when the Minority & International Office (MISO) was reorganized, a
movement spearheaded by Dr. Ron Godwin.
Recognizing the need for a "one-stop shop"
for International students, the C. Daniel Kim
International Student Center was created
and MISO was renamed the Center4ME.
The Center4ME embraces the message of 1
Corinthians 12:14, which states, "For even as
the body is one and yet has many members,
and all the members of the body, though they
are many, are one body, so also is Christ."
"Culture includes socioeconomic status,
geography, religion, age, race," among other
things, said Associate Director Daveta Saunders.
"We all come from different cultural backgrounds, but we are all unified in God."
Contact Joyanna Gilmour at jgilmour@
liberty.edu.

promoting unity a
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A CTFE-CHANGING
LOOK AT YOUR FUTURE
REGENT UNIVERSITY PREVIEW WEEKEND
NOVEMBER

8-10,2007

VIRGINIA BEACH, VIRGINIA

"PREVIEW WEEKEND SHOWED ME THAT REGENT'S
FACULTY IS C O M M I T T E D T O IMPARTING VALUES A N D
SKILLS NECESSARY FOR MARKETABILITY SEEING THE

For nearly 30 years, Regent University has been preparing Christian leaders like
Sarah Hamilton to advance in their careers and succeed professionally as well as
personally. Regent graduates are CEOs and teachers, state senators and counselors,
judges and missionaries, entrepreneurs and media practitioners, and other successful

RICH CAMPUS LIFE THAT ACCOMPANIES A QUALITY
LEARNING EXPERIENCE MADE ME CHOOSE REGENT."
-SARAH

HAMILTON

M.A.. JOURNALISM, CLASS OF 2008

RSVP TODAY
800.373.5504
WWW.REGENT.EDU/PREVIEW

professionals-all working to impact the culture, and in turn the world. During Preview,
you'll have a chance to see the campus, talk to our distinguished deans and professors,
and meet others like you who are ready to change their lives and fulfill their calling. Now
it's your turn to take a life-changing look at Regent. Join us for Preview Weekend.

BACHELOR'S • MASTER'S • DOCTORAL
BUSINESS
C O M M U N I C A T I O N & THE ARTS
DIVINITY
EDUCATION
GOVERNMENT
LAW

REGENT
.UNIVERSITY

LEADERSHIP
PSYCHOLOGY & COUNSELING
UNDERGRADUATE STUDIES

Christian leadership to Change the World

"fiegent University is certified by the Stnte.Council of Higher Education ior Virginia to operate campuses within the Commonwealth of Virginia. Regent University admits students without discrimination on the Oasis of race, color, disability, gender, religion or national or ethnic origin. Regent University is accredited by the
on Colleges of the Southern Association of Colleges and Schools to award baccalaureate, masters, and doctorate degrees. Contact the Commission on Colleges at 1866 Southern Lane, Decatur, Geo'gia 3 0 0 3 3 - 4 0 9 7 or call 4 0 4 . 6 7 9 , 4 5 0 0 for questions about the accreditation of Regent University. MKT084813
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LIBERTY DINING SERVICES
would like to wish our students a
very HAPPY FALL BREAK!
Hours of Operation for Fall Break:
Reber Thomas will operate
under weekend hours on
Thursday and Friday.
All retail units close on
Wednesday at 2:00pm.
Thursday and Friday
Founders' Food Court will be
open from 7:00am - 2:00pm.
Monday all units resume regular
hours.
IMPORTANT NOTE: Wednesday, *
October 3rd @ 3:00pm is the
deadline to change your meal
k
plan.This is the last day to make
3
any change to your meal plan.
Please come to the office to
make changes.You will be
unable to do so online.

Buy any foot long
sub sandwich &
get a
combo
upgrade!!!

uin

• P c F ^ Buy an
Ultimate Burger &
get a
combo
upgrade!!!
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I have a dream that my four little children will one day
live in a nation where they will not be judged by the
color of their skin but by the content of their character.
Martin Luther King, Jr.

M liberty.opinion@gmail.com

The Jena Six controversy:
All in Black and
By Amanda Sullivan
ASSISTANT OPINION EDITOR

Imagine it is the year
i960 and the Civil Rights
movement is in full swing.
For some, the year i960
is the beginning of a new
life. For others, the year
is nothing more than a
memory - or so it seems
at times. For example,
consider
the
Jena
(pronounced JEE-nuh)
Six controversy. Situations similar to this one
cause the issue of race relations to return to
the forefront of the minds of many and may
make them consider how much progress has
truly been made in the way people of different
races view and treat each other. Is the news
about the Jena Six mirroring the facts? Is
everything really as black and white as the
media had reported?
According to the Chicago Tribune, the Jena
Six controversy began in Aug. 2006 over a
shade tree that resided within the schoolyard.
Apparently, the tradition was that only those
of white race were permitted to rest under
the shade of the tree. However, tradition was
rightfully bucked when an African American
student requested during an outdoor school
assembly to sit beneath the tree. As expected,
the student was told he may sit wherever he
pleased.
According to similar reports, the defiance
of tradition led to the infamous appearance
of three nooses— the code for "KKK" —in the
tree the next morning. The nooses were in
the school's colors. According to JenaSix.org,
the principal (who is white) told the Chicago
Tribune, "I don't think the threat is against
anybody," thus punishing the three white
teens with a three-day suspensions.
Unfortunately, the racial controversy
did not end with the suspension of the
white teens. A series of "pranks" followed.
Immediately after the noose-hanging incident
was a silent protest in which the entire black
student body sat underneath the shade tree.
Jenasix.org reports that white police officers
threatened the black students, proclaiming
that if the black students did not quiet their
concerns over the "innocent prank...I can be

your best friend or your worst enemy."
The officer continued, "I can take away
your lives with a stroke of a pen."
Unrest in the school community
continued with a fire on Nov. 30,
2006 that burned the main academic
building of Jena High School, a case
that has yet to be solved. Additionally,
on Dec. 1, 2006, a black student was
beaten by a group of white students
at a so-called white party. The tension
escalated on Dec. 4, 2006, when Justin
Barker was beaten by a group of black
males for taunting the teens with racial
slurs. Barker was rushed to the hospital
and released that same day.
On that day six African Americans
decided to take the law into their own
hands and beat the white teen. The
groups of black teens, known as the
Jena six, face a collective 100 years of
prison if found guilty. Those accused
are Robert Bailey, 17; Carwin Jones, 18;
Bryant Purvis, 17; Mychal Ball, 16; and
one unidentified minor.
Have the black students been judged
unfairly? Have the white students
not been judged harshly enough? Is
everything as black and white as it
seems?
According to NewsDay.com, many
fallacies within the Jena Six controversy
have been uncovered. First, two nooses
where found hanging in the tree, not
three. The lack of the third noose
raises doubt about whether the teens
purposefully displayed the code for
"KKK." Nevertheless, the nooses were
not a neutral remark. Second, NewsDay.
com reported that the burning of Jena
High School is unrelated to the previous
episodes. Finally, the white teens
responsible for hanging the degrading
nooses were, in addition to a three-day
suspension, isolated at an alternative
school for approximately one month.
The reports that Ball was convicted
by an all-white jury are true. However,
the reports also show that only one in 10
people in Jena are African American. If the
ratio of numbers between black and white
seem inadequate, consider this: none of
the black residents randomly selected by

ThefDfffe
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Things that fall to "Murphy's law" are
often beyond our control, but there are
a few things on Liberty's campus that I
would like to change if I could.
First up: Windows Vista. Need anything more be said? If you're not having
a bad day already, experiencing Vista
will make any day terrible. I am glad
that the computer lab is keeping current
with software updates - the error here
falls on Mr. Gates.
Secondly, I want to wage
war with the doors to almost eveiy building at Liberty University. You know
how it is - you're glancing
at your watch, and it's one
minute and 43 seconds
until your next class starts.
You note the minutes and
seconds because, though
it is early in the year, you
have already discovered
the importance of keeping
track of seconds on occasions such as this.
Striding quickly toward
DeMoss, you weave deftly
through the swarms of
students placed in your
way by the woes of lateness and reach out for the
handle to the large metal
door.
At this time of day it is,
of course, oppressively
hot, and by combining
that with your lateness
you have formed a certain
sense of irritability. You
clasp the door handle and
pull, but instead of the
door opening in rhythm
with your swift cadence, it
jerks and stops you. Your

Murphy's law: If anything
can go wrong, it will.

hands and beaten anyone. It would be wise
to realize that God intended for the trees to
shade us all, regardless of race.
Contact Amanda Sullivan at
amsullivan3@liberty.edu.

Way toSeek Liberty
Champion
W

urphy, as in the poor person whom Murphy's law
was named after, is quite
a good friend of mine some days. He
periodically shows up at the worst possible times, causing me to mutter under
my breath, "Dumb Murphy," which in
turn makes everyone think I am crazy
because no one these days is actually
named Murphy.

computer bothered to attend the hearing.
The situation is not as clear-cut as some
people would like to believe. There are
truths to both sides of the story. The nooses
never should have been hung, regardless of
whether it was a prank or a threat. Students
should not have taken the law into their own

By
Rw Jen
.tan Slothower,
Rlnthrw/ver Copy
fVinv/ Editor
PHilnr

whole body jolts to a halt. Inertia takes
over and your books slam against you.
You pull on the door again, and this
time it opens easily. No one knows
quite what is wrong with those doors
except for their penchant to get stuck
at moments such as this only to swing
open freely the next moment with nary
a creak, taunting you in your quest for
punctuality.
My final area of annoyance concerns
walking in the hallway. The Vienna
Convention on Road Traffic in 1968
created rules that helped prevent motorists from smashing into each other
when traversing the roads. I think it is
time for a new standard to be made for
the hallways: the Liberty Convention on
Hallway Traffic.
Some of the rules would be as follows:
when approaching an oncoming walker,
veer to the right always to avoid awkward "dancing" motions in the middle
of the hallway; use appropriate hand
signals around corners to avoid rough
shoulder bumping; and all groups wishing to congregate and talk must do so
out of the flow of traffic.
My suggestions would, in my opinion, make life on campus much easier,
and the only thing left to contend with
would be Murphy and his latest plan to
wreck the day.
On the other hand, while these things
can drive me crazy, I think that we need
to think of a name for the opposite of
Murphy's law - that is, a law we can cite
when our day goes amazingly well and
random, unexpected great things happen. Maybe I would notice those things
more if I wasn't so focused on Murphy.

Contact Jen Slothower at jrslothower@liberty.edu.

25th Anniversary

Celebrating 25 years
of publishing
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SOLOMON: Conference addressed typically avoided subjects
Continued from Al

ALEXTOWEKS

CONFERENCE — Matt Chandler encouraged the student body with his teaching in Convocation, too.

EXODUS: New CD ready
Continued from Al

Exodus is now composed of six members who play
their own instruments and are in charge of the sound.
In addition, as students come and go, members of the
band shift over the years. This year, for instance, Exodus
has two new members: Jacob Allen, who plays the drums,
and Andrew Albers, who plays the guitar. The other four
members are Travis Doucette, band leader, vocals and
keyboard; Drew Miller, vocals and guitar; Justin Morgan, bass guitar; and Tyson Bowling, sound.
Most of the songs the band plays are covers of previously-written songs from other bands, but they also write
their own music. According to drummer Jacob Allen, the
full length album coming out next year will contain mainly original songs. Allen, who joined Exodus this summer,
is very excited to be a part of this ministry.
"I love being on the team. It's a group of great guys, we
all love each other and we all love the Lord," Allen said.
Proof of the band's popularity can be found in its growing Facebook group, which has been joined by hundreds
of fans and supporters.
Contact Othon Zermeno at mozermeno@liberty.edu.

\

.Jeffs marriage is not the only
one that has been affected by the
conference. Thousands of marriages have been touched by the
message of Hudson's conferences.
The first Song of Solomon conference he produced was in 1998 at
Texas A&M. Up until 2006, Tommy Nelson was speaking at all of
the conferences. This year God
has allowed the ministry to grow,
which has given others the opportunity to speak. That opened doors
for Matt Chandler to come speak
at Liberty. Chandler is one of
the pastors at the Village Church
where over 4,000 people attend.
Hudson loved Chandler's ability
to make the scriptures come alive,
and so he asked Chandler to lead
the conference at Liberty.
"It's the same message, with a
different speaker," Doug Hudson
said.
As soon as Chandler stepped on
the stage, he provided comic relief
to sexual issues that the church

does not normally address. He
began by explaining the physical
differences of Adam and Eve.
Chandler was able to show that
Solomon and his wife were real
people that were sharing an intimate relationship. The book concerns Solomon's experiences with
his wife throughout the process of
dating, courtship, marriage, sex
and commitment. Chandler spoke
directly from Scripture, and as
Alan said, "It's none of that sugarcoated stuff."
Singles and couples alike explored Solomon's insight on how
godly relationships should unfold.
"I wanted to go to this conference so when I'm in a relationship,
it will start off God's way," said
Liberty University student Mary
Claire Price. "I think this conference has taught me to trust God
and to be patient, because there is
someone out there (for me)."
Married couples were urged to
love their husbands and wives so
the world can see Christ's love.

David and Sarah Rouse, who have
been married for 25 years, did not
attend a conference like this before they were married. "I liked
the teaching, and I wish we had
heard it when we were dating,"
Sarah said. "We put too much emphasis on the physical when we
were dating, and it wasn't good
for our relationship."
David added, "Watch out for
the little foxes," speaking of the
conflicts that can destroy a marriage that Matt Chandler preached
on from Song of Solomon 2:15.
There was an emphasis on grace
at the end of the conference.
"God knows we can't unscramble eggs," said Hudson.
Individuals who attended the
conference may have been faced
with situations they regretted or
could not take back, but the conference stressed that God's forgiveness and grace would exceed
those sins.
Contact Christi Corbin at
sccorbin@liberty.edu.

WEB: Liberty offers DLP and
residental Web courses to s t u d e n t s
Continued from Al

Conner says, "As far as resident students taking Web courses, we had around
1,300 registrations for the fall term."
However, the residential Web classes
will be making an adjustment come next
semester. The classes will be moved from
the eight-week intensives they are now
to full 16-week classes where students
will be required to meet once every week
with a professor on campus. Frank DiGregorio sees this first semester of residential Web classes as a testing ground.
He said, "Since this program is so
brand new, we're kind of testing the waters to see where it stands. It seems to be
working well."
The biggest gap in the DLP and residential Web classes seems to be the

professor-to-student interaction that
is a struggle to replicate outside of the
classroom.
Senior Claire Melsi, who is in a Web
course this semester, said, "I think it
depends on the individual professor
and his or her personal teaching style.
Overall, I have been impressed by the
instructor-student interaction throughout the course of my Web class."
DiGregorio, who sees the interaction
as improving, said, "Although the student's interaction between professors
may be increasing, it still is the student's
responsibility to do all of his or her work
on time, without the professor's reminder."
DiGregorio likens Liberty's Web programs with driving a car. "Driving a car
is more of a privilege than a right, just

like the opportunity to take classes online is a privilege, not a right."
In his bedroom, Wilkinson shuts
his computer down, the flashing "turnoff key symbolizing the end of another
tough day of classes. "For a busy student,
these classes can sure come in handy,"
he said.
Wilkinson will be finished with his
graduate studies program through DLP
in two years. Without the program, he is
not sure he would be able to finish.
"The distance learning program has
meant a lot to me in terms of graduating," Wilkinson said. "It allows me to
take a lot of credits and manage my own
time."
Contact Alyson Bruner at ambruner@liberty.edu.
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( All of the 2008 Republican and Democratic Presidential Hopefuls Invited *
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Highlights:

FRCActioii"

*

Binary sessions and panels on life, marriage. Immigration, religious freedom, bioethics.

*

Debate between Rev jlm Wallis and Dr Richard Land on the role of faith in politics

*

Private movie screenings of 'Bella" and "The Tun Commandments: Epic Stories of the Bible"

*

Special student track that includes leadership training, an ice cream social, and breakout sessions

the media, radical Islam, judicial activism, health care, education and much more1
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Catch it!
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* Co-Sponsors *

*

Focus o n the Family A c t i o n

* Co-sponsor meals hosted by focus on the Family Action. American Values, Alliance Defense Fund,
American Values

High Impact Leadership Coalition
* Presidential straw poll for FRC Action members

Alliance Defense Fund

High Impact Leadership Coalition

*

Book swings by conservative celebrity authors

*

Breakout sessions featuring targeted grassroots training

* Radio and Baggers' Row
*

Exhibits from likemmded organizations

*

Faith, Family and Freedom Gala Dinner

*

Sunday morning worship service
"Cod Sl-.ii 3!< USA"

"I think the Washington Briefing is about the most exciting meeting there is in Washington. I loved my time there." - BIII i m a f t H M oiMcminri • Amei i<,
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*

Gill 1-888-312-2284

*

(AX 616-394-5254N

Student Scholarships Available / See reverse side (or Registration Informition and Package Pricing

Available for a limited time only

Classified
FOR SALE

Located on Fort Ave. next to CVS

IHOP is o p e n 24/7

Motorcycle: Kawasaki Vulcan 500, 2005, like new,
excellent condition, only 1,100 miles, $3,800,
582-2563 or 258-6745
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PRAYER: 3,300 gather at the columns
Continued from Al

See You at the Pole is held every year on
the fourth Wednesday morning in September. However, Liberty students gathered the
night before, the most obvious reason being
that it would be difficult for college students
to wake up before 7:40 a.m. classes and pray
for an extended period of time.
Deitsch said another reason for the switch
to the evening was so that Liberty students
could pray in advance for the other millions

of students praying the next morning.
"We prayed for boldness for the next morning. We prayed that students would be able to
use it as a testimony to the lost and that God
would honor the schools," said Deitsch.
Keith Anderson, director of the Office of
Student Conduct, led a time of prayer specifically for students in education and coaching.
Students emphasized in their prayers the
future role these students will have in the
teaching environment.
Campus Pastors Carson and Johnnie

Faculty and students perform
in night celebrating literature

Moore and others mentioned the role Liberty
can play in bringing the Gospel of Christ to a
nation and world in dire need.
"May Liberty University be a lighthouse,"
Carson prayed.
Students also prayed for their particular
home states' school needs as well as for God
to grant security and protection to Christians
in public environments.
In an interview, Carson noted that 2
Chronicles 7:14 was a good verse for the evening.

The verse quotes God saying to Solomon,
"If my people, who are called by My name,
will humble themselves and pray, and seek
my face, and turn from their wicked ways,
then will I hear from heaven, and will forgive
their sin, and will heal their land."
According to Deitsch, an estimated 3,300
students attended the hour-long event.

Contact Charles Goss at csgoss@liberty.
edu.

Switchfoot to perform at LU
sic. The tour's title, "Appetite for Construction," reflects Switchfoot's latest foray into
promoting charity. According to the band's
Web site, www.switchfoot.com, $1 from every ticket will be donated to Habitat for Humanity.
The members of Switchfoot are no strangers to using their celebrity to promote charitable organizations. According to their Web
site, the band founded "lowercase people," a
group that partners with Geneva Global to
aid third world countries.
Money is raised through the sale of Tshirts, posters, buttons and prints that are
sold on the group's Web site and are designed by artists.
The band also helped an African children's choir, composed of orphans stricken
with AIDS, create a CD which is sold by lowercase people, according to www.switchfopt.
com. The proceeds are used to help defray
the orphans' medical bills.
Tim Foreman, the bassist for Switchfoot,
said on their Web site, "As a rock band, we're
not overly idealistic about single-handedly
changing the world, but we do know that
people are listening to what we have to sayso we want to use what platform we have
been given to make a difference."
Student concert tickets are $10 with a college I.D. Once these tickets sell out, students
will have to pay $20, the cost of a general
public ticket.
Switchfoot is not the only headliner band
bringing their act to Liberty this year. Both
the Newsboys and Casting Crowns are tentatively scheduled to perform in the spring.

By Mitchell Malcbeff
NEWS REPORTER

By Daniel Martinez
NEWS RKPOKTKR

Rap, humor and Scripture joined the work
of author Jane Austen at the English Department's "Evening of Performance in Literature" held in DeMoss on the night of Sept.
25An annual event, the assembly gives students a chance to hear various works of literature read, recited or performed by peers
and faculty members. This year's ceremony
featured 17 works, including a few original
works by students as well as reprisals of some
classic works from authors ranging from Emily Dickinson to Maya Angelou. More than
100 students were in attendance.
Sophomore Rachel Jackson said, "My
English professor, Professor Kristina Schimmels, is performing, and I also enjoy good
literature."
"I'm here for extra credit, honestly," said
sophomore Tatyana Lewis.
Apart from extra credit and sheer curiosity,
other students were there to support friends.
Junior Natalie Beals knew David Brady and
Amy Johnson, two of the night's performers,
and she came to encourage them.
"I'm also an English major," she said,
"and I like participating in English Department activities."
Motives behind the performances themselves were also varied. Professor Stephen
Bell, the first performer of the night, was
clear in his purpose.
"I found each
piece quite moving," j *
he said, of
the poems "Little ^F
Gidding"
by T.S. El- JT
iot and
"Compline"
by W.H.

Auden. "It helps me understand my position
in the world, and also gives me ideas about
my relationship with God. They're both religious in nature - almost like poems as worship. I hope it will be inspiring and moving
because they're both full of hope."
Yi Seul Lee, one of the night's first performers, read 1 John 4:7-11 to the assembled
crowd. The relatively short passage represented the Apostle John's urgency in reminding people to love one another, if for no
other reason than because of Christ's love for
all people.
David Brady and Shannon O'Malley each
tackled the work of a famous author in order
to give the audience a few words about love.
Brady read William Shakespeare's "Sonnet
138," a work that emphasizes love and trust
in relationships, while O'Malley read Maya
Angelou's "Touched by an Angel," a work
about people's love for one another.
Students Amy Johnson, Craig Morton and
Blinne Nolan worked together to bring life to
a scene from Jane Austen's "Pride & Prejudice." The audience was held enchanted,
gasping and laughing, as the three of them
Recreated a pivotal scene from the work - a
character's confession of his secret crush and
her subsequent rejection of him.
Two professors stepped up and lifted the
night's comedic bar, earning laughs from the
spectators for their high-energy performances. Professor Kristina Schimmels took on the
voice and manner of a precocious little child
to more adequately push across the humor
in "The Library" by Virginia Cary Hudson,
which had the audience rolling in their seats.
Similarly, Professor Brian Powell's original
work, "Requiem for a Skink," a work about
a lizard, earned big laughs and considerable
applause.
Other pieces throughout the barely hourlong program were various, from Ely
Anduray's performance of a selection from Miguel Cervantes' "Don
Quixote," in full Spanish, to Rachel
Robinson's original poem "Coming To," about the recent death of her
grandfather. For further information on
future events, contact Jenilee Hirschman,
secretary of the English Department, at jlhirschman@liberty.edu.
Contact Daniel Martinez dpmartinez@
liberty.edu.

High school and Liberty University students alike have a rare opportunity to see
one of the preeminent bands in Christian
music perform during Liberty University's
upcoming College For A Weekend. Switchfoot will be on stage at Liberty on Oct. 13 in
the Vines Center.
Switchfoot last came to Liberty in 2004
for the annual campus Block Party. Senior
Sam Choi is excited to see Switchfoot's return.
He said, "It's good to see a Christian band
that is performing well in the secular world
stay committed to their Christian roots."
Stardom for Switchfoot came after three
lesser-known albums failed to draw attention from the public. Instant fame came
with the release of "The Beautiful Letdown"
in 2003, which sold over two million copies
in the U.S. Two more strong releases quickly
followed, including their most recent project, "Oh! Gravity."
Switchfoot has bridged the cultural divide
that often separates Christian and secular
music. Chris Misiano, director of campus
programming, believes that more than anything, great music has been the key to their
success.
He said, "I believe that their success in
both Christian and mainstream markets can
be attributed to a number of factors, including great song writing, catchy hooks, provocative lyrics, a great live show and clever
marketing."
The real purpose behind Switchfoot's
latest tour, which officially kicks off Oct.
Contact Mitchell Malcheff at mjmalch16 with Relient K, is about more than mu- eff@liberty.edu.
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COMING IN TWO WEEKS
The Champion will be running an in-depth story in the upcoming
concerning

the rumors

of rape on campus.

For the time being, any

questions should be directed to the Liberty University
Students are encouraged

to use discretion

issue

Police

Department.

in their speech concerning

issues. Look for the story in the October 16 issue of The

Champion.

these

Editor's Note
Corrections

from the 09.25.07

issue

S h a n e Pinder, coach of t h e volleyball team, w a s listed a s t h e Lady
Flames basketball coach on B l . Carey Green is t h e coach of the team.
Iain Pilch w a s listed a s t h e recipient of the Purple H e a r t on A l .
Iain's brother, Colin Pilch, is t h e actual Purple H e a r t recipient.
On behalf of The Champion staff, I apologize for these mistakes.
Signed, J e n n i T h u r m a n | Editor In Chief

B4

{HOME COURT ADVANTAGE}
Lady Flames volleyball returns to Vines Center for
Seven of their next 10 games.

HOCKEY: B2

Flames beat Red Flash in blowout fashion
By Thoineui Lourdeau

QUICK SCORE

SPORTS REPORTER

After two consecutive
road losses, the Liberty
Flames rebounded in a
big way, soundly defeating the St. Francis Red
Flash by a score of 6810.

NICK POOLK

PARTINGTHEREOSEA-SeniorWyntonJacksonreturnsapuntinSaturdaynight'seS-IOthrash-

Saturday's game against Toledo.

The Flames scored
early and often in the
first half, opening the
game with a 10-play, 68yard drive that ended
with a 10-yard run by
junior Dominic Bolden
for a touchdown.
Senior outside linebacker Vince Redd
forced a fumble at the
St. Francis 32-yard line
on the next possession.
The Liberty offense
scored on their next
play from scrimmage,
this time through the
air, as junior quarterback Brock Smith hit
Bolden in stride to put
the Flames up by the
score of 14-0.
"I just played backyard football and
threw it right to my
guy," Smith said, according to the News &
Advance.
Junior running back
Zach Terrell continued the Flames' offen-

LUv. ST. FRANCIS

68-10
sive attack with a touchdown run of 75 yards, the
second-longest in school
history, and Terrell's 11th
consecutive game with at
least one rushing touchdown. Senior Wynton
Jackson also found the
end zone after making
several Red Flash defensemen miss on a 60-yard
slant from Smith, his
second of three touchdown passes on the day.
In the second quarter,
the Red Flash managed
a 14-play, 82-yard drive
all the way to the Liberty
nine-yard line. Three
straight incompletions
by St. Francis quarterback George Little stalled
the drive, and St. Francis
was forced to kick a field
goal.
Their only other points
came in the fourth quarter when Little hit receiver Antonie River in the
end zone with a 24-yard
strike.
Several players in re-

serve roles saw action in
Saturday's game, including quarterback Spencer
Landis, who completed
both of his pass attempts,
one of which went for a
touchdown.
Redshirt
freshman
Terry Williams also saw
action at running back,
recording 61 yards on
nine carries.
Overall, several Flames
had their best offensive
games of the season.
Smith attempted just 10
passes in limited play
and completed eight for
a total of 194 yards and a
season-high three touchdowns.
The rushing attack,
which saw action from
virtually every running
back on the active roster,
was led by Terrell and
junior Rashad Jennings
with 115 and 105 yards,
respectively, and one
touchdown apiece.
Please see FOOTBALL, B4

Men's soccer flying high, start conference play with 2-0 record
By Jefferey Scott
SPORTS REPORTER

The Flames men's soccer team played two
outstanding games on Wednesday and Saturday, defeating Radford University 3-0 and
Winthrop 1-0. From the outset of Wednesday's game, Head Coach Jeff Alder looked
to capitalize on the Flames speed and teamwork.
"What we wanted to do was move the ball
extremely fast," Alder said. "We'll be able to
stretch their defense wide and created a lot
of opportunities."
And create they did. By moving the ball
across thefield,the Flames kept most of the

SCORES.
HIGHLIGHTS.
LIVE.
www.libertyflames.com

action in Radford's territory. That allowed
the Flames offensive strikers to keep pressure on the Radford defense.
The first goal came from a shot by sophomore midfielder Juan Guzman. The second
goal came with 15 minutes left in the half
from senior defender Mike Gelatt.
Radford did not have an offensive answer
to the Flames defense, having only eight
shots on goal to Liberty's 12. The Flames
received no penalties, but Radford had two
yellow cards, and their goalie received a red
card after arguing with a referee for almost a
minute.
The only free kick of the game came in the
13th minute of the first half. Senior forward
Adrian Bumbut scored the final goal in the
last minute. Freshman goalie Paul Gilbert had
three saves and an overall easy day thanks
to the rest of his team. Radford did have
opportunities to score with six corner kicks
throughout the game. The victory moved the
Flames record to 5-1-1 on the year.
On Saturday the Flames took on Big South
opponent Winthrop University in front of a
crowd of 420 for family weekend.
Coach Alder stated he wanted to take a different approach to this game. "I wanted the
guys to play very organized." Alder said. "I
want them to play with poise under duress
and show discipline."
The game was a hard-fought defensive
struggle but the Flames got the better of the
opposing team. Bumbut provided the lone
goal in the contest. It came off a free kick just
outside the box into the left inside corner of
the goal.

1-2 PUNCH— Junior Daniel McGarry and senior Toby Lewis react after Lewis scored a goal in Wednesday's Big
South Conference victory over the visiting Radford Highlanders. The Flames will play the nationally-ranked
Tar Heels of the University of North Carolina Tuesday, Oct. 2 before returning home to play host to Marshall
on Saturday.

Please see SOCCER, B4
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30TH

29TH

©

29TH

W SOCCER

FOOTBALL

vs. Presbyterian 3-0

o

vs. St. Francis 68-10

VOLLEYBALL

vs. Winthrop

1-3

M SOCCER

vs. Winthrop

1-0

29T

©

Women's Tennis

V Tech Invite

October 5

TBA

Volleyball

vs. Charlestons.

October 5

7 p.m.

Men's Soccer

vs. Marshall

October 6

1 p.m.

Football

at Toledo

October 6

7 p.m.

Women's Soccer

vs.VMI

October 6

7 p.m.
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Flames turn Crimson Hawks from predator to prey

WEEKEND WARRIORS — Despite several injuries to key players, the Flames hockey team remains unbeaten
after traveling to Pennsylvania for two road games. Liberty returns home Oct. 5-6 to face Lindenwood.

N I C K POOLI

By WillLuper
Smuts REPORTER

The Liberty Flames men's hockey team is
four games into its regular season and has
now lost three of its starters to injuries after
this past weekend's game. Senior Rob Niemi
suffered a lower-body injury in the second

regular season game on Sept. 26, joining
sophomore Ryan Hoefler, who received a
concussion the night before.
Adding to that list is sophomore team captain Zac Bauman, who sprained his MCL during Friday night's game against the Crimson
Hawks of Indiana University, Pa.
According to Baunian, he was going for a

big hit when an opponent stuck out his leg,
ending up in a knee-on-knee collision.
"I hate not playing, but these things happen.
It's the nature of the game, I suppose," he
said. "I'm going to do everything I can to get
it as healthy as possible and get back in game
shape. I don't want to be out any longer than
I have to."
When asked what it felt like to lead from
the sidelines, Bauman said, "It's definitely a
lot harder to do. Part of being a leader is being on the ice."
Bauman started off the year with a bang,
scoring the season's first goal for the Flames.
When combined with his line-mates freshman Kyle Dodgson and junior John Langabeer, the sophomore has proven to be an explosive force on the ice.
"It's obviously a big loss to have those three
guys out," said Associate Head Coach Jeff
Boettger, referring to the three injured players. "But everyone that has been on the roster
has been able to play, and so far we have seen
everyone respond really well to having them
in the lineup."
Friday night saw the Flames leap forward to
a huge 4-0 lead, but according to Head Coach
Kirk Handy, this was not their best game.
"They came right back and made it 4-3,"
said Handy. "We had to rebound and score a
couple more goals. There were. 10 minutes in
the game where we checked out and decided
we didn't have to work."
The Flames ended up winning Friday
night's game with afinalscore of 6-4.
Saturday night's game was a breakout
game for freshman Eric Reynolds
and a shutout from senior goalie, ^ ^
Dalton Stoltz.
fik
In the second period of Satur- ^ i ^
day night's game, while one of the
Flames players sat in the penalty

box serving an infraction, Reynolds broke
away from the pack and scored a goal off a
shot from the slot for his second Liberty goal
this season.
His second goal of the game also came with
the Flames down a man as he raced behind
the opposing net and scored a wrap-around
that left the Crimson Hawks goalie sprawled
out on the ice.
"It feels good, especially as a rookie," said
Reynolds. "It happened because of my teammates. I am really pleased because I think
we've been through more [these past two
weeks] than most teams face the entire year,
and we're playing really well."
Handy credits the team's hard work for Saturday night's victory. "Our guys just worried
about working hard, which is the key to our
game. The work ethic tonight was definitely a
whole lot better than Friday."
In addition to Reynolds' two shorthanded
goals, Dodgson picked up his third of the year
while juniors Josh Ahier and Kevin Hendrix
both scored one apiece. Thefinalscore of Saturday night's game was 5-0.
Flames Hockey returns to Lynchburg this
coming weekend as Liberty faces Lindenwood University on Oct. 5 and 6. The puck
drops at 7:30 p.m. Tickets can be picked up at
the LaHaye Ice Center for a discounted rate
for students and faculty.
Contact Will Luper at wluper@liberty.
edu.

Friday

6-4

Saturday

5-0

MEN'S HOCKEY QUICK SCORE

Cross country teams sprint to top-10 finish at Notre Dame;
McDougal finishes first in debut race of senior season
and Ashley Osborne were the next three
Lady Flames, all breaking the 19-minute
barrier. Ricksecker took the 47th posiThe Notre Dame Invitational has tion in 18:46, Albright 52nd in 18:53
been circled boldly in red by most of the and Osborne 65th in 18:59.
"I think we were all pretty happy," OsLiberty University cross country team
since the birth of the scheduled season borne stated after the race. "The course
last spring. The Invitational would be was flat all the way, plus, good competithe first real test to see how talented the tion and great racing conditions made
Flames have become after a long sum- the race really fun. It was awesome."
Senior Jo Welch finished up the scormer of training. On Friday, they passed
ing for the Liberty women with an 88th
with flying colors.
Coming with speed and a little bit of placefinishin 19:11.
The Libert)' men grabbed ninth overspunk, the Lady Flames made quite a
splash against a talented field of over all out of afiercelycompetitive 25-team
200 runners. Racing against some of field with a total of 178 runners.
The team was led by senior Josh Mcthe most elite teams in the nation, the
Lady Flames took second place overall, Dougal. McDougal, in his debut race as
just behind Division II Grand Valley a senior, romped to victor)' by seven seconds over Notre Dame's Patrick Smyth.
State.
In the 27-team race the Lady Flames McDougal blew through the five-mile
were led by senior Piper Newby, who course at the speed of a sprint, coming
finished in sixth place overall with a to the finish in 23:37 (4:43 per mile).
time of eighteen minutes and two sec- The win came as McDougal's 14th cononds. Newby raced over the five-kilome- secutive college invitational victory over
ter course quickly and kept the pace by the course of his three All-Americanstaying within 16 seconds of the second winning cross-country seasons.
place finisher. Valparaiso's Laura Rolf
"I felt good out there," McDougal statwon the race in 17:04.
ed. "It kept flashing through my mind
Newby was followed quickly by an on- though that this is my last debut race
slaught of her Lady Flames teammates, ever as a college runner. I wanted to
freshman Dacia Bushman being the make it a good one."
first. Bushman covered the course in
McDougal continued, "I took it out
18:27, fast enough for 20th overall and a real hard for the first few kilometers benear-tie with teammate Carol Jefferson, fore backing off the switch a bit. I felt
who also finished in 18:27.
pretty strong."
Rebeckah Ricksecker, Kati Albright
Not far behind McDougal trailed seBy David Hunt
Co>muBUnNQ REPORTER

nior Jarvis Jelen, last week's Big South
Runner of the Week, and Jordan McDougal, the younger of the two McDougals. Jelen hammered through the
course in 24:24, good for 22nd place
overall, and Jordan followed four seconds behind in 24:28 for 27th.
"It was fun, but really competitive,
too," Jelen said after the race. "This was
a good test for me since I haven't raced
since Regional's [last fall]."
The next to break the tape for Liberty
was sophomore Josh Edmonds, coming through in 25 minutes even, good
enough for 61st place overall. Edmonds
was followed by freshmen Corey Reed,
148th place in 26:28, and senior Kalib
Wilkinson at 26:30.
The Liberty Flames are resting their
legs this weekend, preparing for the
Pre-Nationals meet in Terra Haute, Indiana on Oct. 13. The race will serve as a
preview for what they can expect if they
earn a berth to the National Championship in mid-November.
Head Track Coach Brant Tolsma said,
"We are very optimistic because we have
plenty of veterans, good up-front running and good depth."
While it appears there is still plenty
in store for the Flames this fall, for now
they can check off their first real test of
the season.
KEVIN GEIDD
Contact David Hunt at dhunt@libBIONIC
MAN
—
Senior
Josh
McDougal
placed
first
at
Notre
Dame
Saturday
with
erty.edu.

a time of 23:37. The men finished ninth while the women placed second.
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jpll inclusive dinners brought tcfybur table in |
bowls and platters ana served family4s$fe. I

C/uHfie (hfhvfr '/drees hr {/(Me;
Marinatea beef tips • Oven Frikl Chicken
Fried-Flounder • Pork BBQ Baby Back Ribs
Fried Shrimp'Grilled Ham Steaks'Virginia Pork BBQ

•

TWO D
YNCHBURG!
Call
434.237.2880
4018 Wards Rd.
Lynchburg, VA
24502

Call
434.832.7044
108 TradeWynd Dr.
Lynchburg, VA
24502

J Side dishes ijic(t«(e((
Macaroni and Cheese • Whipped Potatoes • Green Beans
Sweet Potato Casserole • Corn Pudding
Cole Slaw • Fresh Fruit • Biscuits
Homemade dessert and ice tea included.
All items offered for one inclusive price
Adult $12.00 • Children under 12 $6.00 • 2 and under FREE

It's almost that time
of the year again:

Operation^
Christmas Child

Private rooms available for Wedding Receptions,
Rehearsal Dinners, Birthday and Anniversary Celebrations
and Business Retreats.
Separate Menus Available

4J4
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Look to later issues of The Champion
(or more information
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Lady Flames earn first victory of season with 3-0 win
By JetUiica Carniol
SPORTS Rp.pnim«

LESSCHOPER

fly
I I

VS. CHARLESTON SOUTHERN 3"
VS. PRESBYTERIAN

3"

The Liberty University Lady Flames
soccer team had a busy weekend. Both
games kept the Lady Flames on the
road, playing the Charleston Southern
Buccaneers in Charleston, S.C., on Friday and the Presbyterian Blue Hose in
Clinton, S.C., on Sunday.
Friday afternoon, the Lady Flames
took on Charleston Southern in their
first conference matchup. In the beginning of the first half, shots were fired
from both sides. Liberty junior Amy
Oberlin took the first shot of the game
at the 12-minute mark, forcing Charleston Southern keeper Jena Uvalle to
make a save.
Two minutes later, Lady Buccaneers
forward Emma Matteson took a shot
that ricocheted off of the goalpost. At
the 31 minute mark, Matteson was able
to score off of a pass from teammate
midfielder Jen Vroman to make the
score l-o.
Liberty fired back four minutes later
at the 35:01 mark when freshmen Maria Owen scored her first collegiate goal
off of a cross from sophomore Christina McDonald. The half ended with the
score tied 1-1.
Charleston Southern pulled away in
the second half, netting two more goals

to take control of the match. In the
59th minute, Lady Buccaneer forward
Michelle Dennis scored her fifth goal of
the season, assisted by Christine Bethke.
Eight minutes later, Vroman took a free
kick which reluctantly rolled in after an
attempted save by Liberty goalie Ashley
Nyholt, making the score 3-1.
Liberty was able to cut the lead to one
when junior Amy Oberlin scored her
first goal of the season off of a corner
kick from sophomore Maggie Woody,
leaving Charleston Southern with a 3-2
lead.
In the last 15 minutes of play, Woody
took a shot that bounced off of the goalpost as the Lady Flames were unable to
pull ahead. The Lady Buccaneers won
3-2 and advanced to 4-3 overall and 1-0
in the conference. The Lady Flames fell
to 0-1 in the conference and 0-6 overall.
Head Women's Soccer Coach James
Price noted, "After the game we were
really disappointed. We dug ourselves
a hole that we will have tofightour way
out of."
On Sunday afternoon the Lady
Flames took on the Presbyterian College Blue Hose. With only 5:02 on
the clock, Flames sophomore Maggie
Woody scored the first goal of the game
on a free kick from 20 yards out.
Throughout the first half of play, the

Lady Flames continued to launch an offensive attack and, at the 32:13 mark,
sophomore Ally Erving scored, making
the score 2-0 in Liberty's favor.
Liberty goalie Ashley Nyholt was not
forced to make any saves until the end
of the first half when she made two
within one minute. At the half, Liberty
had taken 15 shots compared to Presbyterian College's eight shots, and the
score was 2-0.
In the second half, numerous opportunites presented themselves, but none
were successful until the 63:35 mark
when Liberty freshmen Maria Owen
scored off of an assist by senior Brittney Bench. Presbyterian was not able
to score in the second half, and Liberty
went on to win 3-0. Nyholt had five
saves in her first collegiate victory. The
win also marked the Lady Flames first
win of the season.
"This win will automatically boost
team morale, but we still have a long
ways to go," Price said. "We have to follow up with a win on Saturday."
Liberty will next take on Virginia
Military Institute on Saturday, Oct. 6,
in their first home conference game.
Game time is set for 7 p.m.
Contact Jessica Carniol at jmcarniol@liberty.edu.

MY PHONE DOWN THE SEWER, ALL MY
FRIENDS' NUMBERS WON'T GO WITH IT.
My Contacts Backup from
U.S. Cellular" gives you the peace
of mind and security of knowing you
can rescue all your contacts, even
if you can't (or would rather not)
rescue your phone.
U.S. Cellular is wireless
where you matter most?M

*

' US. Cellular
getusc.com

i!.i iiyuyw chafgoa ©2007 U.S. Cellulur Corporation.

1-888-BUY-USCC
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ALEX TOWKRS

GETTING CARRIED AWAY — The Big South Conference named Wynton Jackson Player of the Week for the third time in five weeks after his performance in Saturday's game. Jackson racked up 115 yards, converting two of four passes into touchdowns.

fense and special teams. It was a great feeling."
With 12 minutes remaining in the fourth quarThe Flames ran the ball 50 times for a sea- ter, the Red Flash attempted a punt after failing
son-high 379 yards, the second-highest total in to get a first down, and Ryan Best blocked the
kick, allowing Al Bailey to return the kick for a
school history.
>
On defense, the Flames held St. Francis to just touchdown.
The Flames now face their toughest challenge
209 yards of total offense and 10 first downs as
well as a paltry 16 yards on the ground. St. Fran- of the season as they travel to Ohio to face the
cis managed only 195 yards in the air, most of Toledo Rockets in hopes of defeating their first
which came in the second half. Patrick Bannon Division I-A opponent on Saturday, Oct. 6 at 1
led the way with seven tackles and two sacks as p.m.
the Flames defense consistently gang-tackled
and swarmed to the ball on each snap.
Contact Thomas Lourdeau at tlourdeau@lib"Everybody was hyped," red shirt senior line- erty.edu.
backer Stevie Ray Lloyd, said according to the
News & Advance. "We just wanted to put those
68-10
two games behind us and start a whole new season. We came out and exploded on offense, deContined from Bl

FOOTBALL: M o r e

than a 'Flash' in
the pan, ready
to tackle Toledo

O

Liberty holds second in conference

l.l:sSriii>lH<

By Anj'ani Salonen
The Lady Flames volleyball team continued to hit the road with two Big South
games against High Point on Friday night
and Winthrop on Saturday. The Flames
defeated the High Point Panthers 3-1 before falling to the Winthrop Eagles in four
games 3-1.
The first match on Friday was met
with high intensity and surprises. There
were: 27 ties in the match, and the decider
was the play ;'t the net. The Lady Flames
only had one block while the host team,
the Panthers, had five. Liberty fought
hard and pushed High Point to two match
points before losing the effort 31-29.
The Panthers continued their stride
and led the second match 11-6 before Liberty went on u run with sophomore Kallie
Corbin serving six straight points. High
Point caught up with the Lady Flames,
however, tying with the score at 20 apiece.
Liberty was able to finish off the match
with a nine-point run and tied the overall
game with a scot.' of 30-22. Three Lib-

Liberty had a small run towards the end of
the game but Sitzmann's last kill ended it.
Game two was similar to the previous
one as the Eagles jumped out to a 4-0
lead. The home team was never strongly
contested by the Lady Flames even though
sophomore Chelaine McCarty finished
with a .417 attack percentage. The final
score for the game was 30-27.
Liberty has always shown tenacity
throughout matches, and game three reflected that. The offensive play by Nelson
and McCarty, matched with the defense
of Webber and senior Lara Bartolomeo,
pushed the Lady Flames to theirfirstgame
win with a score of 30-24. The visiting
team led by as many as 10 points as the
match moved into the fourth game.
Liberty continued to fight during the
fourth game, resulting in a tie at 19-19.
The game was close all the way to the end
until Winthrop claimed the victory 32-30.
Junior Alysson Sanders was helpful to
the Lady Flames after she came off of the
bench.
"We worked hard at starting games off
and not giving up runs in practice. We accomplished that this weekend and really
grooved from practice," she said.
Regarding Winthrop, the conference
leader at 3-0, Sanders said, "We have what
it takes to beat Winthrop. It's a matter
of execution on certain plays. We have
a few weeks to prepare before they come
herp. They should be scared to come here,
because we are going to defend our home
court."
The Flames will return home this weekend, and Head Coach Shane Pinder talked
about the struggles of life on the road.
"Looking at the schedule, we knew we
opened up the season with three matches
on the road, so obviously we were hoping
to come out and win all three. You have to
feel good about taking two ofthree. We just
wanted to learn from the match today. The
team really grew against the match against
Winthrop. To drop down to 0-2 and come
back and take them to four games is pretty
impressive," Pinder said.
The Lady Flames will play their next
four games at home, with the first two
coming this Friday and Saturday. Friday's
game against Charleston Southern, scheduled to start at 7 p.m., will mark just the
second time the squad has played at home
since the season-opening Liberty Invitational. Saturday's game will begin at 2 p.m.
against the Chanticleers of Coastal Carolina.

erty players had a hitting percentage over
.300—junior Ashley Webber (.500), freshman Nicki Scripko (.364) and junior Jessica Nelson (.312).
After a short-lived Panther lead in the
third match, the Lady Flames started to
dominate with consistent attacking and
serving. Three aces were recorded in a final 5-0 streak by Liberty. The final score
of the match was 30-24 as the Lady Flames
upped their advantage to 2-1.
The fourth match was all about Nelson
and Scripko. Despite a few High Point
surges, Nelson finished with eight kills
and Scripko hit an astonishing .667 in the
30-27 victoiy. Both players finished with
double-doubles while Scripko finished
with a career-bests of 19 kills and 16 digs.
Corbin also posted a solid game, recording
20 digs and a match-high 59 assists.
The victory on Friday night was not
repeated the next day. The home team,
Winthrop, has won 57 straight Big South
conference matches. With the help of the
conference Preseason Player of the Year
Contact Anjani Salonen at usulonen((»
Shannon Sitzniann and her nine kills, Win- liberty.edu.
throp beat Liberty in the first j»ime 30-27.

SOCCER: Flames
undefeated in Big
South Conference,
6-1-1 overall
Contined from Bl

Liberty led the contest in shots on goal, with 10
to Winthrop's eight. Gilbert played another great
game, compiling four saves. Winthrop did not play
with much poise, having 15 fouls called on them,
including 10 in the second period in an attempt to
come from behind. The Flames were not perfect in
the penalty department either, picking up 10 fouls
and going offsidesfivetimes.
The Liberty defense held well and helped the
team come away with the 1-0 conference win.
Though happy with the way his team played,
Coach Alder still knows his team has some things
to work on.
"We kept missing opportunities that we had, and
we need to find a way to get that second goal. It
seems everyone is chasing the ball."
As the Flames continue their impressive play,
they advance closer to capturing the Big South
title. Liberty, now 6-1-1 on the season, will face
one of its toughest challenges as the team travels
to Chapel Hill, N.C., to take on the University of
North Carolina Tarheels on Oct. 2. The Flames
then return home on Saturday Oct. 6 to play Marshall. Game time is set for l p.m.
Contact Jeffrey Scott at jdscott@liberty.edu.

l.l.sSc HOH.K

LEADING THE ATTACK — Junior Josh Boateng works the ball
downfield in Wednesday's contest versus Radford. Liberty currently sits atop the Big South with a 2-0 record.
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When we worry, we believe more in our problems
than in God's promises. - Unknown

life.at.liberty@gmail.com p
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THE INVASION
Starring: Nicole Kidman, Daniel Craig
Type: Scifi/Fantasy & Suspense/Horror
Rating: PG-13 (violence, disturbing images)
Stars: 3.5 out of 5
By Daulton Abernatby
LIFE! REPORTER

GRAPHIC BY NATALIE TIIUKMAN

Traveling on a student budget
By Miranda Canady
LIFE! REPORTER

With fall break quickly approaching,
many students arranging travel plans
are left to wonder, what is the cheapest
way to travel?
One of the most important elements
of a trip is the transportation. It is also
one of the most vital and easiest ways
to save money when traveling.
Sophomore Sarah Seaman took 12
girls home to Cocoa Beach last Spring
Break on what spanned out to be a 12hour drive. She said the best way to
save money was by carpooling.
"We tried to fit as many people in
the car as possible so that gas prices
could be split," said Seaman.
The girls split up, fitting into three
cars to make the lengthy trip to the
beach, costing them each $36 in gas.
For those students traveling too far
to carpool, a cheap flight can be found
at www.studentuniverse.com. The site
is designed specifically with students in
mind, allowing only students with an email address ending in ".edu" to obtain
certain discounts. Although fewer options are available for flight times and
destinations compared to other online
sites, finding a cheap flight could save
money in the long run.
Lodging is another costly compo-

nent of a trip. Students can save money
without having to sleep in their car.Junior Erica Mesman is traveling to
Nashville this fall break with three other friends. Thanks to friends in the city,
the four girls will experience a break
free of lodging costs.
Mesman said, "It's all about who you
know and who can hook you up with
free hotel rooms and let you crash on
their dorm floor."
According to www.youngmoney.
com, one of the best ways to save money on lodging is to avoid tourist areas
where costs are typically higher. Instead, find a hotel in a town close to the
destination and travel to and from the
location throughout the day.
Another lodging tip from www.
youngmoney.com is to travel in the offseason, July through November, when
prices are lower and hotels and attractions are yearning for people to visit.
Also, look for free attractions. Most
towns have free parks, museums, and
sometimes even carnivals.
Junior Kayla Newbold found another
way to save money when traveling. She
makes the 11-hour trip from northern
Indiana to Liberty every year and found
that bringing her own snacks was the
best way to save cash.
Newbold said, "When I travel, I bring
snacks that I have at home so I don't

have to spend money on food when I
am on my way to my destination."
Believe it or not, the cost of food on
trips can really add up. A McDonald's
run here, a snack break there or even a
five-star meal just once can quickly rob
the wallet of cash that could have been*
used on other expenses. Instead, stock
up on food before leaving for a trip by
making a run to the local grocery store.
Plan out meals in advance to determine
what days will be spent eating out and
what days will be for eating in, which
helps to avoid the temptation to grab
something quick.
When planning a trip, the key thing
to remember is the planning itself. Planning can save both time and money and
is essential so that money can be budgeted, allowing for splurges every now
and then. Planning in advance also has
many benefits because things can usually be bought cheaper when bought in
advance, such as hotel rooms, flights
and concert tickets.
Overall, the best approach to take
when planning a trip is to do research
on the destination. By doing research, it
will be easy to make a budget of places
to stay, where to eat and events to see.
Contact Miranda Canady at mwcanady@liberty.edu.

An initial crash of a NASA space shuttle, containing an
"alien" virus, opens this thriller with a unique plot. The flulike virus contaminates millions, causing a cellular alteration
which causes people to act without emotions or identity.
Fast cinematography and a shaky camera add to the suspense as Nicole Kidman's character and her son try to escape
the hands of the infected humans. Viewers may find themselves yelling at the screen saying "Shoot him!" or "Stay in
the car!" several times throughout the film as Hollywood
tends to sway away from logic.
Overall, the premise of the film was enjoyable. However,
the plot was freaky, and the actingfitthe role of emotionless
humans. There are a few worldviews and current events taking place in the background, and God does not seem to play
any role on either side.
Christians attending this film should simply remember
that it is sciencefiction,based solely on imagination. It contains mild language, bloody scenes and mild gore.

EXPO connects students to jobs
By Jennifer Schmidt
ASST, NEWS EDITOR

Liberty will be hosting a Future Focus EXPO on Oct 15
in the Tolsma Indoor Track. The event will give students an
opportunity to see what careers are available in the Region
2000 business area.
Liberty students are encouraged to meet with representatives from over 50 local businesses and companies from noon
until 3 p.m.
Industries to be represented include architecture and construction, advanced manufacturing, information technology,
health science, public safety and security, science, technology
and engineering.
According to the Web site, some of the companies on exhibit will be: Tyco Electronics, AREVA, WSET TV, Belvac
Production Machinery, Diamond Power International, Centra Health, Coleman Adams Construction and BWXT.
Careers ranging from computer security specialization to
surveying will be represented along with biology and machine work.
For high school students and their parents, the EXPO can
connect them with area employers to discover what careers
are open and how to prepare for them. This session will be
from 4 p.m. until 8 p.m.
Region 2000 is a council that promotes economic growth
in the Central Virginia area.
For further information see www.region2000.org.

Is your wallet running on empty?
By Chruitie Medder
LyE! REPORTER

Tuition, books, computers, vehicle registrations and living expenses leave many college students broke without much time to get
a job due to demanding classes. If students
are not being sponsored by a parent, family
member or friend and did not save up during the summer, they may find themselves
reaching between couch cushions and checking under beds for spare change, frustrated
because of their lack of cash.
To add to the problem, Lynchburg is not
the easiest place to find a job. Many employers will turn down students looking for work
because they know they will ask for time off
for fall break, Thanksgiving, a month for
Christmas and then the whole summer. In
addition, many students find themselves
frustrated after filling out several applications and never getting hired.
However, there is good news. Making
money during college is not impossible.
Take senior Matt Hastings as an example.
Hastings was sick of being hungry before
convocation, and he envisioned a way for
students, like himself, to satisfy their stomach on their way into the Vines Center. As a
result, Hastings devised a plan to sell biscuits
to students entering convocation.
Hastings set up a special deal with the former Myrt's owner, and he began to sell biscuits and orange juice before convocation.

"After the first convocation, students began bringing their money with them. I was
selling 65-70 biscuits consistently every convocation," explains Hastings. "I was walking
away with about $80 profit every convocation, thus $240 a week, [which is] not bad for
about six hours of work a week."
Hastings' business was cut short after Sodexho informed him that they were the only
company allowed to sell food on campus.
However, Hastings did not stop there. After consulting with other students about the
overpriced textbooks from the bookstore,
Hastings researched a way for students to
find their books cheaper. Knowing that college students would appreciate lower prices,
Hastings invested in a Web site where students could purchase their books at a lower
cost than Liberty's bookstore.
After finding wholesalers and setting up
an online purchasing system, Hastings' business, My LU Book Store, was underway. Many
students found it very helpful and easy to use.
There were some who were apprehensive,
fearing a long shipping process, However, in
the end Hastings' project paid off.
When asked how this affected Hastings'
life as a student, he said, "It alleviated some
of the financial pressures that comes with being a college student. 1 learned practical, outof-classroom business skills and realized that
I can make my dreams come true."
Obviously, not everyone can pull off Hastings' business endeavors, but they can be in-

spired by his creative efforts in making
money. Of course, there are
other ways to get a
little extra cash during the school year.
Many students resort
to serving at a restaurant
in order to have a constant
flow of cash. Other students
make money by baby-sitting for
Lynchburg families. Some even sign
up to work a few days at a local calling
center, InService America, when there
are special events taking
place.
In addi- *Qmm.M *
tion, healthy
^ ^ B
students can
donate
plasma
twice a week, earning
up to $200 per month. The donation process is similar to that of giving
blood. According to www.biolifeplasma.com,
the plasma is separated from the blood and
used to create a variety of life-saving products, such as medicine. The process does not
hurt and takes two hours on thefirstvisit and
90 minutes on the following visits. For those
interested in donating plasma, call Lynchburg's Plasma Center at (434) 237-6861.
However, according to YoungMoney.com,
a good saving plan is for students to cut back
on unnecessary expenses and set a budget
plan in order to manage their money. Con-

sider this: money saved is money gained. Another way of having extra cash is cutting back
on eating out and frequent shopping trips.
For most everyone, making money is a different story. Nevertheless, there is always a
possibility.
Contact Christie Messer at cbmesser@liberty.edu.
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Derek Webb brings d o w n the house
By Natasha

Kormanik

I.IFK! EDITOR

Christian music artist Derek Webb, known
for his presence in the Christian band Caedmon's Call, performed in concert on Saturday,
Sept. 29 at 9 p.m. in the Schilling Center to the
large number of screaming fans in attendance.
This event, sponsored by Student Activities,
came in the middle of the semester's first Family Weekend and was among a list of organized
activities for families to enjoy.
After years of going solo, this organic folk pop
artist has finally returned to Caedmon's Call just
in time for their latest album, "Overdressed," to
be released. After the 2006 release of "In The
Company of Angels II," the end of Caedmon's
Call seemed to have come due to the band's artistic diversion. However, hope was not all lost
as the band soon joined together once again in
what would become a pleasant surprise reminiscent of their earlier releases.
Not only does "Overdressed" mark a return
to the original acoustic styles featured in their
1999 popular debut, "40 Acres," but the 15th
album is also a sweet reminder of how much
Webb's presence in the band has been missed.
The band said that the new album title stems
from "the idea that we're overdressed as believ-

ers and in the church - it's talking about sin,
depravity, shame — that we're not who we were
intended to be," according to www.christianitytoday.com.
Lifeway.com addresses the idea that, al-;
though the band has less of an in-your-face call
to action on this project compared to their previous ones, it does not abandon its passion for
social activism. With a few light and airy lyrics
compared to some more serious ones, ("Two
Weeks In Africa"), "Overdressed" can be considered the most refreshing and enjoyable project
that the band has come up with in years.
The band is now composed of four singers,
contributing to lead vocals and harmonies, including Cliff and Danielle Young, Andrew Osega
and Derek Webb, according to www.christianitytoday.com. The artists have switched record
labels to create "Overdressed."
Although Derek Webb has once again joined
Caedmon's Call, he plans on finishing out his
tour this season. His next performance will be
held in Hollywood, Calif, on Oct. 3. As for what
the future holds for him, fans will have to write
him on his personal site, www.derekwebb.com,
or just wait and see.
Contact Natasha Kormanik at nnkormanik@liberty.edu.

ROCK DKI.P

Campus artist series returns in October
She commented on how Liberty students
have provided amazing talent over the past
two years and also said that many of the LibStudent Activities, formerly known as Stu- erty students who have performed in events
dent Life, has brought excitement to the Lib- such as the Campus Artist Series are pererty University student body by scheduling forming around the mid-Atlantic region.
events that have entertained many students.
In recent years, Student Activities has also
One of their popular events, the Campus Art- sponsored some popular events, such as Cofist Series Event, will be returning on Oct.ll. fee House and Open Mic Night, for students.
This series is a monthly performance that has
Chandler said, "We, as Student Activities,
provided entertainment to the students since want to give students the ability to showcase
its inception in the spring of 2005.
their talent in not only an open mic but rather
Alese Chandler, Event Supervisor of Stu- a concert setting."
dent Activities, said, "The main goal of the
In order for students to perform, they
Campus Artist Series is to promote Liberty must first present a demo of their music for
talent as well as local talent."
Student Activities to listen to. Chandler also
By Daniel

Allen

LIFEI REPORTER
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commented on how MySpace has provided
ways of allowing Student Activities to access
their music and listen to bands before they
perform rather than sending in a demo.
In addition, Student Activities has provided
entertainment for the Christian Artist Series
by having bands of different genres perform,
many of which later became locally known.
Bands such as BOSC, Six Chasing Seven and
Hot Like Cajun are just a few of the bands
that played in events such as Spring Fest and
Band Nights. The first Christian Artist Series
of the semester kicked off as The Kase Project
Band performed with Cait Plage on Sept. 14.
The next event will be held on Oct. 11. The
following Campus Artist Series events will
take place on Nov. 2 and Dec. 1. The groups
Humble Tip, D.J.PDOGG, Njeri Hot Handz
and Gavin Davis will be performing.

"I'm excited to have more great talent,"
said Chandler.
Students interested in performing at the
Campus Artist Series event can submit a
demo to the Student Activities office, where
their music will be reviewed.
Chandler said, "After we have reviewed
students' demos, we give them the opportunity to showcase their talent in front of many.
This allows students to gain exposure in front
of people, which helps them if they are trying
to pursue their dream of being a performer."
Students interested in performing at the
Campus Artist Series or those with any questions regarding the event can contact Alese
Chandler at (434>592-32i6.
Contact Daniel Allen at dlallen@liberty.
edu.
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EDUCATION
RESEARCH &
F O U N 0 A T ION,
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lixceiicnce in dtmcM trial service tince i973

Are you ready to try something
new for your acne?
We are currently recruiting males & females,
ages 1 8 - 3 5 , with moderate to severe facial
acne to participate in an acne research study
using an investigational light source therapy.
11 visits including 4 treatments by
board certified Dermatologist
Flexible appointments available
•

Ladies Night
Are you an Outdoor Diva? You divide and

Compensation of $340 for qualified
participants completing the study

For more information, please call
(434) 847-5695
2095 Langhome Road - Lower Level
Lynchburg, VA 24501
www.educationandresearch.com

conquer your work and family, but you still find time to
climb, bike, hike, swim, surf, trail run and paddle.

We thought it's high time to celebrate your
accomplishments by inviting you to our exclusive
after hours Ladies Might. Take some extra time
for yourself to shop for your outdoor gear, and
while you're here, you'll get a chance to win some
gre;4 prizes, Hors O'oeuvres will be served. Drawi
for free Mountain Hardwear Ta&ha Scarves, jack*
and more.

BROWNSTONE
PIOPERTIKSJNC,
We Proudly Offer:
• Single Family Homes
• Tovvnhomes/Apartments
• Short Term Rentals
• Optional Washer/Dryer
• Gill for current Specials

*
Visit us online nl
www.brownstoneproperties.com
For a complete listing
of available properties.

Date: October 12,2007
Time: 9-11 pm
Location: Hiker's Outpost
101A Northwynd Circle
'g, Virginia

385-1025
3720 Old Fores! Bead
info@brownstonepR)perti«i.eoni
t£t IB
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